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The aim of this research was to describe the results of the exploration of 
mathematical concepts in Malang City’s traditional game Tong Tong 
Galitong Ji or Nasi Goreng Kecap. This research is a qualitative study 
with an ethnographic approach. Data were collected through field 
observations, documentation (photographing and video recording), and 
in-depth interviews. Data analysis to explore the internal structure of 
mathematical concepts in the five stages of the game Tong Tong 
Galitong Ji was performed by taxonomic analysis. Exploration of the 
concept of basic mathematical operations (addition, subtraction, and 
multiplication) occurs in stages one through five, exploration of the 
concept of arithmetic modulo 6 and 3 operations in stages two through 
four, and exploration of the concepts of arithmetic sequence and 
probability in stage five of the game Tong Tong Galitong Ji. Stage five 
features basic mathematic operations of addition, subtraction, and 
multiplication (division excluded), as well as the concept of arithmetic 
sequence during the determination of punishment quantity. Punishment 
quantity is determined by operating any one of the numbers 10, 4, and 7 
decided on in stage three with a natural number (ji, ro, lu, …, n) in stage 
five. The concept of probability also appears in stage five during 
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Introduction 
Ethnomatematics is mathematical knowledge which grows and develops in a country’s 
culture (Fitriatien, 2017; Massarwe, Verner, & Bshouty, 2013; Simamora, Saragih, & 
Hasratuddin, 2018; Verner, Massarwe, & Bshouty, 2019; Zhang, 2010). Mathematical concepts 
may be invented from a given cultural process in a scientific fashion without the need to go 
through any formal education process (Zayyadi, 2015). Mathematical knowledge in a culture 
can be found in the language, customary rituals, traditional houses, dances, songs, music, 
traditional attires, handicrafts, and traditional games (Johnson, 2017; Suherman, 2018). Some 
research works on ethnomathematics in culture have been carried out on, among other things, 
traditional games (Dosinaeng, 2010; Febriyanti, Kencanawaty, & Irawan, 2019; Febriyanti, 
Prasetya, & Irawan, 2018; Fouze & Amit, 2018; Jaelani, Putri, & Hartono, 2013; Muzdalipah 
& Yuliaanto, 2015; Rahmawati & Dintarini, 2020; Risdiyanti, Charitas, & Prahmana, 2018; 
Safitri, Hartoyo, & Nursang, 2015; Siregar, Solfitri, & Roza, 2018; Susanti et al., 2020; Utami 
et al., 2018). For instance, it was found that the game of card dominoes employs an integration 
of probability theory and higher-order thinking skills (Alghadari & Son, 2018). In another 
study, it was also found that mathematical games on the phone and computer are practical and 
effective to be applied in mathematics instruction (Vandercruysse et al., 2016). 
Some traditional Israeli games which contain mathematical values and are applicable to 
promote mathematical thinking skills are ta’ab (stick game), mozkat (5 stone game), and seega. 
These traditional games contain such mathematical concepts as length, height, depth, 
symmetry, to name a few (Fouze & Amit, 2018). Meanwhile, traditional games in the land of 
Hausa (northern Nigeria) include the concepts of algebra, set theory, geometric coordinates, 
arithmetic progression, and geometric progression (Yusuf, Saidu, & Halliru, 2010). Engklek 
Geometry can be used as a mathematics instruction medium for rectangular material (Utami et 
al., 2018). The Minangkabau traditional game stick, on the other hand, can be used to promote 
number sense, basic principles of such operations as addition and multiplication, place value, 
and base symbol (Nofrianto, 2015). 
Engklek (hopscotch) and gasing (top) are Sundanese traditional games with elements of 
mathematics. Engklek, for instance, contains the element of two-dimensional geometric shapes 
like square, rectangle, and semi-circle as well as the element of counting. As for gasing, an 
element of cylinder is featured (Febriyanti et al., 2018). Traditional games of Javanese folk, 
especially the ones in Yogyakarta, such as Kubuk, Kubuk Manuk, Dhukter, Macanan, and Jeg-
jegan, cover mathematical concepts like arithmetic operations, two-dimensional shapes, 
similarity, congruence, comparison of numbers, and relation (Risdiyanti & Prahmana, 2018). 
Then, there is the game of kelereng (marbles) which can train motoric, cognitive, and 
computing skills (Febriyanti et al., 2019). 
Malay folk game Sambas incorporates the concepts of integers, distance, time, probability, 
counting integers, set, two-dimensional shapes, measurement, operations of integers, 
symmetry, sequence, and series (Safitri et al., 2015). Kampung Naga inhabitants also have their 
traditional games, namely congklak, galah, and pecle. Congklak carries the concepts of 
arithmetic operations and modulo, galah probability, substraction, and addition, while pecle 
geometry, reflection symmetry, and nets of solids (Muzdalipah & Yuliaanto, 2015). Congklak 
per se is used in mathematics instruction to introduce the concepts of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division of numbers (Siregar et al., 2018). It is especially useful in instilling 
the concept of integers subtraction through instruction (Muslimin, 2012). Lamaholot 
tribesmen’s traditional games of kemoti, kayo raya, and eda also have elements of 
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ethnomathematics. Kemoti aids the learning of counting and multiplication, kayo raya does 
addition and multiplication, and eda does probability (Dosinaeng, 2010). 
A considerable number of prior studies are in consensus that traditional games contain elements 
of ethnomathematics (Alghadari & Son, 2018; Dosinaeng, 2010; Febriyanti et al., 2019, 2018; 
Fouze & Amit, 2018; Jaelani et al., 2013; Muzdalipah & Yuliaanto, 2015; Rahmawati & 
Dintarini, 2020; Risdiyanti & Prahmana, 2018; Safitri et al., 2015; Siregar et al., 2018; Susanti 
et al., 2020; Utami et al., 2018). Hence, traditional games are not mere play but also an avenue 
of extracting educative benefits (Febriyanti et al., 2018). One of traditional games that exhibit 
hints of ethnomathematical elements is Tong Tong Galitong Ji (hereafter TTGJ), a traditional 
game in Malang. It is also popular by the name Nasi Goreng Kecap, which is short for naga, 
singa, gorilla, renggo (rango), kelelawar, capung (dragon, lion, gorilla, renggo, bat, dragonfly). 
The six names of animals are essentials for this game. The game which takes only the fingers 
to play is played by a maximum of 6 players through 5 stages. In the first stage of selection, 
each player is allowed to make one pick from the 6 names of animals and determine what 
penalty to be imposed (to the punished) should he/she wins the game. In the second stage of 
elimination, the players use the keyword na-si-go-reng-ke-cap. In the third stage, base numbers 
are set, with the players using the keyword se-pa-tu, which is short for sepoloh-papat-pitu (ten, 
four, seven). The fourth stage is for arithmetic operations, and the key phrase used is tambah-
kali-kurang (add, multiply, subtract). In the last stage, the number to be subjected to an 
operation with a base number is determined. 
The description above shows that mathematical concepts are present in the game of TTGJ. This 
leads to the question, what ethnomathematical elements are there in TTGJ? It is thus necessary 
to perform an investigation to identify the elements of ethnomathematics that are present in the 
game. 
Methodology 
This research is a qualitative study with an ethnographic approach, an empirical, 
theoretical approach performed by observing the language, behavior, actions, and culture of a 
society. Data were collected through in-depth interviews, documentation (photographing and 
video recording), and literature study. Observations were carried out on two groups of junior 
high school students who were playing TTGJ during break time. One group was comprised of 
6 players, while the other 5. The researchers also kept watch of the game played by 4 teen 
players in the neighborhood. How the game proceeded in each stage was analyzed in this 
research. The researchers captured photographs and took note of important events during the 
observations. After the observations, the researchers conducted interviews with players from 
different groups. Important notes were taken from the interviews. These interviews were 
intended to gather information regarding the terms used in the game. Then, in the literature 
study, the data were analyzed by taxonomic analysis technique to explore the mathematical 
concepts found in each TTGJ stage. 
Results and Discussion 
TTGJ (Nasi Goreng Kecap) is a traditional game which uses the players’ fingers as the 
only equipment. It is played by children and adolescents alike, two to six in total. It is divided 
into 5 stages as detailed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Details of TTGJ stages. 
Stage Details 
1 Preparation stage 
Each player chooses between dragon, lion, gorilla, renggo, bat, and dragonfly as his/her 
identity. 
Each player decides on what penalty to be imposed. 
2 Elimination stage, keyword: na-si-go-reng-ke-cap 
Each player extends his/her fingers freely. 
One of the players points at the fingers extended while spelling “na-si-go-reng-ke-cap.” 
Every syllable is to one finger. 
The syllable uttered at the last finger pointed serves as a reference for eliminating a player. 
If the syllable used to rule out the player is pronounced the next time, the player must reenter 
the game.  
This goes on until only one player remains. It is this player who will be given the penalty. 
3 Number I determination stage, keyword: se-pa-tu 
The players extend their fingers again. 
One of the players points at each finger extended while spelling “se-pa-tu,” each syllable to 
one finger. As previously explained, se-pa-tu is short for the numbers ten, four, and seven. 
The syllable for the last finger serves as a selected base number. For instance, if at the last 
finger the syllable “pa” is uttered, then the base number selected is four. 
4 Arithmetic operation stage, keyphrase: tambah-kali-kurang 
The players extend their fingers again. 
One of the players points at the fingers extended while saying “tambah-kali-kurang.” Each 
word is to one finger. 
The operation selected is the one said the last. 
5 Execution stage, keyphrase: TTGJ and galagatung ji 
This stage is played by two players in turn, one the punished and the other the one out of the 
game. 
Both players make a fist of the right hand and open the left hand. 
The players then strike the left hand with the right fist while saying “tong tong galitong ji.” 
At “ji” each player points a finger to the right at the same time as the other. If the fingers 
pointed by the two players are the same, the game is over. The penalty will be the base 
number obtained in the third stage. But if the fingers pointed are different, the game 
continues. 
Both players strike the left hand with the fist in the right hand again while saying “galagatung 
ji.” At “ji” each player points a finger to the right at the same time. If the fingers pointed by 
the two players are the same, the game is over. The penalty is the base number obtained in 
the third stage operated with a number in the operation determined in the fourth stage. But if 
the fingers are different, the game continues, with the words uttered being “galagatung ro” 
and so on. 
As presented in Table 1, the first stage in the game of TTGJ is for every player to pick an 
identity for his-/herself and come up with a penalty to be imposed to the one to be punished. 
Suppose a group of four persons is playing the game as illustrated in Figure 1. The identities 
picked by the players are dragon, lion, gorilla, and dragonfly. The players, now identifying 
themselves as Dragon, Lion, Gorilla, and Dragonfly, take turn declaring their chosen penalties, 
for example, being flicked, performing squat-jumps and push-ups, and running in place. In this 
stage of the game, no mathematic concept is exhibited yet. 
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Figure 1. The first stage in the game of TTGJ. 
Stage two starts with each player extending his/her fingers as shown in Figure 1. As seen in 
Figure 2, Dragon, Lion, Gorilla, and Dragonfly hold out 9, 5, 3, and 4 fingers, respectively. One 
of the players pointed at the extended fingers while uttering, “na-si-go-reng-ke-cap.” Every 
syllable is to one finger. From the pointing at each finger, the last syllable said is “go”. This 
means that Gorilla is out of the game. The determination of who should be eliminated can skip 
the pointing at extended fingers altogether and go with the application of the modular arithmetic 
concept. 
 
Figure 2. The second stage in the game of TTGJ 
There are 6 syllables in the phrase nasi goreng kecap and 21 held out fingers from all players 
as shown in Figure 2. Twenty-one divided by 6 is 3, and the third syllable of the phrase nasi 
goreng kecap is “go.” The syllable arrived at through this calculation is identical to that from 
pointing out of the fingers one by one. It is mathematically notated as 21 mod 6 = 3, with 6 
referred to as modulus and 3 being the remainder of the division of 21 by 6. The results for the 
arithmetic module 6 belong to the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (Clark, 2003). If 𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 6 = 𝑟, with 𝑎 
being the number of extended fingers and 𝑟 the remainder of the division of 𝑎 by 6, then the 
player that should go out from the game is determined by 𝑟. The relation between 𝑟 and which 
player is eliminated is laid down in Table 2. 
Table 2. Animals which must be eliminated based on 𝑟 (𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 6 = 𝑟) 




4 Renggo (Rango) 
5 Bat 
0 Dragonfly 
The third stage of the game of TTGJ is similar to the second stage in characteristics. The 
difference lies in the keywords used. In the third stage, the keyword is se-pa-tu, which is short 
for sepuloh, papat, pitu, or ten, four, and seven in English. Se-pa-tu consists of 3 syllables: se, 
pa, and tu. Each syllable is to one finger. The four players extend their fingers freely again as 
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demonstrated in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 3, Dragon holds out 4 fingers, Lion 2, Gorilla 4, 
and Dragonfly 3. From the pointing at the fingers while spelling out se-pa-tu, a last syllable 
“se” was uttered. This means that the number I chosen is sepoloh (ten). 
 
Figure 3. The third stage of the game of TTGJ 
As in stage two, the modular arithmetic concept is applicable to stage three, too. There are 3 
syllables in the word se-pa-tu, thus the number 3 is used as a modulus. The mathematical 
notation for stage three will be 13 𝑚𝑜𝑑 3 = 1. A remainder of 1 from the arithmetic modulo 3 
operation in stage three means that the syllable chosen is the first one, that is, “se.” This is 
consistent with the last syllable obtained manually by finger-pointing. Hence, if 𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 3 = 𝑟, 
with 𝑎 being the number of extended fingers and 𝑟 the remainder of the division of 𝑎 by 3, then 
the number I selected is determined by 𝒓. The relation between the results of the arithmetic 
modulo 3 operation and the number I selected is shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. The number I selected based on 𝑟 (𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 3 = 𝑟) 




The fourth stage in the game of TTGJ shares similarities in characteristics with the third stage 
with a difference in the key expressions used, in which case stage 3 uses key words tambah-
kali-kurang. The finding of number I in stage 3 is followed by the determination of the operation 
to be performed. Unlike previous stages in which every single syllable is meant for one finger, 
this stage designates one word to one finger. The words used include tambah, kali, and kurang, 
which in English mean to add, to multiply, and to subtract, respectively. The four players extend 
their fingers freely again as shown in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. The fourth stage in the game of TTGJ 
Figure 4 shows that Dragon holds out 1 finger, Lion 3, Gorilla 5, and Dragonfly 2. From 
pointing at fingers while saying tambah-kali-kurang, a last word “kali” was said. The 
implication is that the operation to be performed should be multiplication. Still, like previous 
stages, the concept of modular arithmetic can be applied in stage four. There are 3 words used, 
thus 3 is used as modulus. It is mathematically notated as 11 𝑚𝑜𝑑 3 = 2. The remainder of 2 
from the arithmetic modulo 3 operation in stage 4 means that the word selected is the second 
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one, namely “kali.” This process reaches the same word as the one yielded manually. Thus, if 
𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 3 = 𝑟, with 𝒂 being the number of extended fingers and 𝒓 the remainder of the division 
of 𝒂 by 3, the arithmetic operation selected to be performed is determined by 𝒓. The relation 
between the results of the arithmetic modulo 4 operation and the arithmetic operation selected 
can be seen in Table 4. 
Table 4. Arithmetic operations chosen based on 𝑟 (𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 3 = 𝑟) 




The fifth stage is a stage where execution is to be imposed in a certain quantity to the punished 
player. Based on Table 1, this stage is played by 2 players, one the punished and the other the 
non-punished, one after the other. Suppose that from stage two it is determined that it is 
Dragonfly who will be punished, then in stage five he/she is to play against Lion as illustrated 
in Figure 5. Done with Lion, Dragonfly is to play against Dragon and, lastly, Gorilla. 
 
Figure 5. The fifth stage of the game of TTGJ 
As can be seen in Figure 5, while saying TTGJ, the players have their right hand in a fist and 
their left hand held with palm opened face up under the right hand. At the time the syllable “ji” 
is called out, Dragonfly holds out his/her thumb, while Lion his/her index finger. This means 
that the game must go on with the players saying “galagatung ji.” If the fingers extended are 
never the same, the game must be carried on with the players saying “galgatung ro,” 
“galagatung lu,” and so on until they hold out the same fingers. Ji, ro, and lu are short for siji, 
loro, and telu, the Javanese words for one, two, and three, respectively. Lion and Dragon finally 
show the same extended fingers when they say “galagatung mo.” Mo is short for the word limo, 
which means five. Hence, number II which will be operated is a natural number smaller than 5, 
that is, 4. This means that Lion is entitled to give a punishment of 40 (10 × 4) squat-jumps. The 
number 10 is obtained from stage three, the operation of multiplication in stage four, and the 
multiplier 4 in stage five. All possible combinations of selected number I, selected operation, 
and selected number II are presented in Table 5. 
Table 5. Arithmetic operations in the game of TTGJ 




Punishment quantity  
(stage five) 
10 
Addition 10 + 1;  10 + 2;  10 + 3;  10 + 4; … ;  10 + n, nϵℕ 
Multiplication 10 × 1;  10 × 2;  10 × 3;  10 × 4; … ;  10 × n, nϵℕ 
Subtraction 10 –  1;  10 –  2;  10 –  3;  10 –  4; … ;  10 –  n, nϵℕ 
4 
Addition 4 + 1;  4 + 2;  4 + 3;  4 + 4; … ;  4 + n, nϵℕ 
Multiplication 4 × 1;  4 × 2;  4 × 3;  4 × 4; … ;  4 × n, nϵℕ 
Subtraction 4 –  1;  4 –  2;  4 –  3;  4 –  4;  … ;  4 –  n, nϵℕ 
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7 
Addition 7 + 1;  7 + 2;  7 + 3;  7 + 4; … ;  7 + n, nϵℕ 
Multiplication 7 × 1;  7 × 2;  7 × 3;  7 × 4; … ;  7 × n, nϵℕ 
Subtraction 7 –  1;  7–  2;  7–  3;  7–  4; … ;  7–  n, nϵℕ 
Table 5 shows basic mathematic operations (Brandt, Bassoi, & Baccon, 2016; Rosenberg-Lee, 
Chang, Young, Wu, & Menon, 2011) of addition, multiplication, and subtraction, but not 
division. In addition to basic mathematic operations, it also contains arithmetic sequences 
(Khalid & Embong, 2020; Tohir, Abidin, Dafik, & Hobri, 2018; Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2002). For 
example, the second row of Table 5 contains the quotients of addition operations, namely 11, 
12, 13, …. The first term of the sequence is 11. The difference between the first and the second 
terms is 1. Hence, the nth term is 𝑈𝑛 = 11 + (𝑛 − 1)1 or 𝑈𝑛 = 10 + 𝑛, with 𝑛 being a natural 
number. Natural numbers or 𝑛 in this game are used when the players say ji, ro, lu, and so on 
(Buijsman, 2019). The quantity of the punishment can be expressed in the form of a linear 
function (Moss, Boyce, & Lamberg, 2020). Say, as given in Table 6, the number I selected is 
10, and the operation selected is the operation of addition, then the quantity of punishment to 
be imposed in stage five is given as 𝑓(𝑛) = 10 + 𝑛 with 𝑛 and 𝑓(𝑛) being of natural numbers. 
The graph of the function can be seen in Graph 1. 







10 Addition 10 + 1;  10 + 2;  10 + 3;  10 + 4; … ;  10 + n, nϵℕ 
 
 
Graph 1. The graph for 𝑓(𝑛) = 10 + 𝑛 in the game of TTGJ 
In another instance, as shown in Table 7, the number I selected is 10, and the operation selected 
is the operation of multiplication. Stage five can then be given as 𝑓(𝑛) = 10 × 𝑛 with 𝑛 and 
𝑓(𝑛) being of natural numbers. The graph for the function can be seen in Graph 2. 







10 Multiplication 10 × 1;  10 × 2;  10 × 3;  10 × 4; … ;  10 × n, nϵℕ 
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Graph 2. The graph for 𝑓(𝑛) = 10 × 𝑛 in the game of TTGJ 
Lastly, as given in Table 8, the number I selected is 10, and the operation selection is the 
operation of subtraction. Then, stage five is given as  𝑓(𝑛) = 10 − 𝑛 with 𝑛 and 𝑓(𝑛) being of 
natural numbers. The graph for the function can be seen in Graph 3. 







10 Subtraction 10 –  1;  10 –  2;  10 –  3;  10 –  4; … ;  10 –  n, nϵℕ 
 
 
Graph 3. The graph for 𝑓(𝑛) = 10 − 𝑛 in the game of TTGJ 
As shown in Table 1, stage five featuring the players extending particular fingers indicates that 
the concept of probability is applied, in that each of two players is allowed to show any one of 
five possible fingers to the other. This counts as a case of independence because the probability 
of a finger extended by one player is not influenced by the probability of a finger extended by 
the other (Debnath & Basu, 2015). Hence, in one event of finger extension, each finger has the 
probability of showing of 
1
5







) for each finger. As there are 5 fingers, the probability of same fingers extension 






). Accordingly, the probability of different fingers extension occurrence 






). This probability value is applicable only to a single time a finger is extended 
in the fifth stage in the game of TTGJ. Referring to the expected frequency, for an event of 
same fingers extension to occur, finger showing must be performed at least five times. 
The mathematical concepts contained in the traditional game of TTGJ above are mathematics 
materials taught in high school (Allen & Ross, 2017). Thus, the current set of TTGJ can be used 
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in the learning process at school to create a realistic and fun learning atmosphere (De Gloria, 
Bellotti, & Berta, 2014; Vlachopoulos & Makri, 2017). Additionally, through the traditional 
game of TTGJ, students can train critical and creative thinking so that they have problem-
solving skills (Dhayanti, Johar, & Zubainur, 2018). For example, in the second stage of TTGJ, 
a player doesn't want to leave the game, then he can use the modulo concept to predict the 
number of fingers he has to stretch out in the game. Additionally, the traditional game of TTGJ 
can also grow some positive characters. This is shown at the first stage of TTGJ when players 
choose and determine their identity. So that can train an independent attitude, self-confidence, 
and awareness of the rights and obligations of self and others. Furthermore, in the second 
through fifth stages, you can practice being responsible for the decisions and the actions he 
takes during the game 
Conclusion 
The results of the study show (novelty of the research) that ethnomathematical elements 
are present in the traditional game TTGJ in every stage of the game. Stage two features the 
concept of arithmetic modulo 6 operation in the pointing at the players’ fingers while saying 
the keyword syllables “na-si-go-reng-ke-cap” in cycles. Stage three features the concept of 
arithmetic modulo 3 operation in the pointing at the players’ fingers while saying the keyword 
syllables “se-pa-tu” in cycles. Stage four also features the concept of arithmetic modulo 3 
operation in the pointing at the players’ fingers, but it is done while uttering three words 
(tambah-kali-kurang) in cycles. Stage five features basic mathematic operations of addition, 
subtraction, and multiplication (division excluded), as well as the concept of arithmetic 
sequence during the determination of punishment quantity. Punishment quantity is determined 
by operating any one of the numbers 10, 4, and 7 decided on in stage three with a natural number 
(ji, ro, lu, …, n) in stage five. The concept of probability also appears in stage five during 
simultaneous finger showing.  
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